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id droughted soybeans. he wall extensibility wi

yield thresholds by 0.2

the level of irrigation and were

responsive to changei

area for leaves having completed more than 201 of their growth. The

leaf wall extensibility was estimated at between 0.07 and 0.40

MPa
1
h 1

for well -watered and droughted leaves.

an equation and a unique functional relationship between

cel 1 expansion and division termed the minimum-volume division

function. This function requires that cells attain a time-dependent

volume before proceeding to a division cycle. The madel successfully

portrayed leaf growth during well-watered conditions and predicted the

nature and extent of drought induced growth reductions. A parameter

analysis suggested that only increases in the leaf turgor were capable



The growth of leaves occupied the spotlight in developmental

(19S6) and more recently by Mahsyraowych 11973). During that time, i

basic cellular processes of division and differentiation were

temporally located and described. Since that time, the interest in

t ground surface

Sinclair and Spaeth (198:

id yield predicting models

'). More recently, the approach o!

area index dictates the fraction of solar radiation intercepted by a

crop. This in turn is related to the amount of biomass produced by a

efficiency of conversion coefficient. Grain

calculated by multiplying the biomass by the



This concept of yield formation was sufficient for use with well-

watered field-grown soybeans (Glycine max. L. Merrill). A second

approach to yield determination requires the calculation of biomass

through seasonal integrations of crop photosynthesis and respiration.

large part to their inability to portray leaf area formation during

drought. Neither approach to leaf production has the capacity to

realistically treat leaf growth during cyclical periods of plant

Thus, there is an important deficiency in current methods for

determining yield formation in crops during drought due to the

inability to predict leaf growth. This is a major problem since much

of what man produces world-wide is subjected to drought. Boyer (1982)

estimated that drought is the single-most pervasive cause of reduced

yields worldwide. Predictions of yield must take into account these

realities.

Another approach employed to predict leaf growth ir

environment was limited by the use of species and stage-

specific coefficients to relate turgor potential to leal

expansion (Zur and Jones, 1981). An excellent work on t

insight into the factors controlling cell division. Hi

resorted to empirical descriptions of leaf expansion s.



e required for any hope of flexibility under .

s (Loomis et el., 1979). Equally important ii

expectation of what any model may accomplish. The model of leaf

growth developed in this work considers growth reductions due to smal:

to moderate drought. Growth during severe drought may tax current

concepts of growth beyond their usefulness or physiological reality.

This constant simply defines the relationship between the applied

force and displacement. Under extreme conditions, this constant fails

cause-effect relationships to hold under every imaginable condition.

.) the impact of drought on leaf growth,

!) interpretation of responses to drought by analysis o!

The Impact of Drought on Leaf Growth

Three unique stages of leaf development may be categorized

according to their response to droughts initiation, early growth

(leaves less than 204 expanded) and late growth (leaves greater than

204 but less than fully expanded). The latter two stages were

separable through differing cellular processes. During early growth

leaves is probably dominated



Seduction of Leaf Growth into Its Components

A reductionist approach was used in Chapter IV to interpret the

characteristic responses to drought observed in data from chapters II

and III. Because leaf growth consists of cell division and expansion,

the understanding of how drought influences these processes would help

decipher how loaves grow during drought. In Chapter IV, an equation

relaxation of cell walls, originally proposed
describing a biophysical



growth, there have been few field studies which have evaluated all of

its terms simultaneously, and there has been minimal work conducted on

the influence of drought on each of the terms. In the only direct

examination of eqn. (1.1) under field conditions, Bunce <1977)

measured leaf turgor potentials and growth rates in the leaves of

well-watered soybeans (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) but specifically did

not consider the wall extensibility. Von Volkenburgh and cleland

controlling the growth of boon (Phaseolus vulgaris ) leaves grown in a

controlled environment. However, they too never evaluated wall



Experiments

wall relaxation equation in leaves which were either from well-watered

or draughted field-grown plants. Since the equation was originally

developed for single cell expansion, modifications were made to apply

equation were evaluated: the leaf turgor potential, 1

threshold and the leaf relative growth rates, while t

extensibility was estimated from the other terms.

The lost significant step was to develop a similarly nu

approach to the division of cells. Unfortunately, the theoretical

basis of cell division has not progressed as far as it has for cell

expansion. Early studies of leaf growth wore mainly concerned with

the delineation of cell division and cell expansion processes

(Hilthorpe. 1956). Considerable effort (Dale, 1970 and 1976) was

spent on various empirical explanations to account for cell production



measured. The resulting equation provided

In Chapter VI, the equations for cell expansion and division were

finally assembled in a simple computer model with input conditions

derived from data collected and presented in earlier chapters. This

model is unique in several important aspects. First, it is a

mechanistic model to which it owes its flexibility, and secondly, the

concept that cell division requires an expansion phase is integral to

cell population increases with time, a rameter analysis and

development were performed.

scientific inquiry.



le photosynthetic capacity of the plant, so that an

•ate of leaf emergence is a logical starting point

for an investigation of the influence of drought on soybean leaf

study of leaf emergence which served to identify a consistently

recognisable plant development process which could be utilised in

general crop growth models. This chapter is concerned with the more

specific purpose of quantifying the reductions in the rate of leaf

emergence due to drought, as well as identifying which process, leaf

expansion, is more sensitive. Furthermore, since the

'* drought results in cessation of most growth

t to moderate length cyclical droughts were imposed to

th processes.

intensively studied for a number of crops including soybean (Glycine

max (L.) Merrill) (Hesketh et al., 1973) Hofstra et al., 1977) Thomas

and Raper, 1976) Vendeland et al.. 1982) and wheat (Triticum aestivum

, em. Thell) (Baker et al., 1986) Baker and Gallagher, 1983). During

optimal growth conditions, the rate of leaf appearance is

processes, t



both soybean and whoat. During periods of drought, winter and spring

between the appearance of successive leaves, increased in droughted,

it was concluded that the change in the plastochron index was very

sensitive to environmental conditions. Leaf initiation in container-

grown sunflower (Helianthus annuus L. ) also showed a reduction in the

leaf appearance rate due to drought stress (Marc and Palmer, ig76|

The objective of this research was to determine the influence of

short to moderate length cyclical drought on the rate of leaf

appearance and to determine the relative sensitivity of leaf blade

expansion and leaf appearance rate to drought. Field-grown soybeans

were irrigated every 4 or 8 days or were well-watered (irrigated every

2 days). Leaf areas were measured daily on the top-most 5 leaves.

For each irrigation cycle, the plastochron index was a good indicator

of whole plant leaf area development. The leaf

quantified by the plastochron index was shown tc

than leaf area expansion to cyclical droughts.

Materials and Methods

Soybean (cv. Biloxi) was used as the test material in this and

all subsequent experiments. Biloxi belongs to Haturity Group VIII and



April in Gainesville, FI.. This cultivar was utilized due to its

largo leaves (to 550 cm2 ), which facilitated measurement of leaf

A field experiment was conducted at the Agronomy Farm located at

the university of Florida in Gainesville, Florida. The soil in the

test plot was an Arredondo fine sand (hyperthermic, coated, Aquic

Quartzipsamment ) . The plot received a preplant application of 400 A

ha of 0-10-20 (M-PjOg-KjO) fertilizer. Broadleaf weeds were

controlled with a preplant application of 3 l ha'
1
of Trifluralin

(alpha, alpha, alpha trifluoro-2, 6-dinitro-N, N-dipropyl-p-

toluidine). A preemorgent application of 4 L ha'
1
Alachlor (2-chloro

2', -6* -diethyl-N- (methyoxymethyl ) acetanilide) was used to control

grasses. Demeton (0,0-diethyl s (and 0)-I2-ethylthio)ethyl)

id methomyl (S-methyl-n-((methylcarbanoyl) oxy)

e applied as required to control velvetbean
thioacetimidate

) w<

caterpillar and otl

plot was divided into three 18x10 m s

treatments. Subplots were irrigated e

day. The subplot irrigated every eig

while those which were irrigated ever

orth-south orientation. This

bplots of differing irrigation

th day received 30 mm of water

second and fourth day received

s provided b;

h subplot. Irrigation



end to the irrigation regimes





Results and Discussion

similar relationship between leaf a

The plastochron indices for treatments irrigated every 2, 4 or B

days are presented in Table 2.1. Plastochron indices were different

on most dates among the three irrigation treatments. Throughout most

of the experimental period, plants irrigated every 2nd day had the

highest plastochron indices while those irrigated every 4th day had

plastochron indices lower or equal to those irrigated every 8 days. A

heavy infestation of yellow nutsedge I Cyperus esculentus) in the plot

irrigated every 4th day may have been responsible reduced growth.

experimental period, plastochron indices



Table 2.1 Plastochron index (PI) of field-grown

Values within a row followed by the same letter



day irrigation regimes

those irrigated every 2nd day,

n sunflower plants subjected t(

leaves as measured by the plastochron index

36 days. Due to the short, periodic nature

present study (8 day maximum), relative to

field-grown soybean, leaf production rates

respectively. Marc and

field conditions, Vendeland

x in soybeans draughted for

e of droughts used in the

were not as seriously

Average leaf areas per plant are presented in Table 2.2 for plots

irrigated every 2, 4 or 8 days. Generally, leaf areas were

significantly different between plots irrigated at 4 and 8 day

intervals compared to those irrigated every second day. Leaf area

slightly retarded in plants irrigated every 4 days

the presence of yellow nutsedge. However, by the

e experimental period, plants irrigated every 4 days

areas plotted against plastochron indices for each

resulted in the following equations

8 days (eqn. 2.6):

treatment ari

irrigated every 2 days (t



plastochron

inflex (oqn. 2.11. The relationship betweon number of leaves produced

and plant leaf area is excellent for both well-watered plants (2-day

interval) and those irrigated every a or 8 days, similarly, Sinclair

(1984) calculated three coefficients based on an allometric

relationship between the plastochron index and whole plant leaf area

of well-watered, field-grown soybeans and found a linear relationship

Relative Sensitivity of Leaf Emergence and L.

Relative to plants irrigated every 2 days, leaf areas averaged

over the entire experimental period were reduced approximately 25 and

22* in plants irrigated every 4 and 8 days, respectively (Table 2.2).

In contrast to these reductions in leaf area, the plastochron indices

of plants irrigated at 4 and 8 day intervals were approximately 7*

lower than those measured in plants irrigated every 2 days. Muchow et

al. (1986) also found greater sensitivity to drought in leaf area

development than in leaf production for field-grown soybeans. Data

sensitivity of leaf area expansion thai

greenhouse-grown sunflower cultivars.



significantly



PLASTOCHRON INDEX

Figure 2.1 whole plent leaf area plotted as a function of the
Plastochron index for plants irrigated at 2 , 4. or



resolved. Barlow et al. (1977) has suggested that osmotic adjustment

in the ape* of droughted wheat contributes to survival and recovery

During optimal growth conditions, the plastochron index is a

simple function of the average daily temperature above a base

temperature. Sinclair (1984) showed that for well-watered plants, a

simple allometric relationship exists between the plastochron index

and the leaf area. This allowed a straight-forward approach to obtain

the whole plant leaf area based only upon the average daily

temperature and three oultivar-specific growth coefficients. Results

suggest that a linear relationship exists between the plastochron

index and leaf area for plants which had been subjected to short to



ht's impact on leaf growth and development, studies were

ily predictable. Drought may aff<

individual leaves



Clearly there has been little success in establishing a coherent

framework from which to build a unified theory of leaf growth response

to drought. As a first step towards building such a framework, a

basic principle or hypothesis of leaf growth can be stated as follows:

response to drought is in large part dictated by the developmental

stage of the leaf at the time of drought. A corollary to this

hypothesis is that the underlying reason for the various responses

observed at different organ ages is due to the differential

sensitivities between cell division and cell expansion. Young leaves

have been shown to have a higher percentage of dividing cells than

more mature leavo6 (Hilthorpe, 1959* Sunderland, 1960). Depending on

the relative sensitivities of cell division and expansion to drought,

hypothesis, experiments were performed over a three-year period on

field-grown soybeans. An attempt to discover a drought sensitive

stage or leaf age was an important test of the hypothesis. Drought

sensitivity was investigated by measuring the cell number and leaf

area in fully-expanded irrigated and draughted leaves when drought was

initiated at different stages of leaf development.

The results confirmed that leaf developmental stage is a critical

factor in determining the drought response and, in particular, the

leaf stage in soybean corresponds to the period between

the meristem until soon after the leaf has unfolded

leaf area for the cultivar examined). The data further

lie differential responses of various leaf ages to



drought were due to the relative importance of cell division and

expansion associated with a particular stage of growth.

Materials and Methods

series 01 iieia experiments beginning in 1982 and spanning

three years were conducted to evaluate the gross morphological and

cellular changes in soybean leaves associated with drought. All

experiments were conducted at the Agronomy Farm located at the

University of Florida in Gainesville, Florida. Cultural practices 1

similar to those described in Chapter 12.

divided into three 18x10 m subplots of differing irrigation

treatments. Each subplot was irrigated every second, fourth o

day. The subplot irrigated every eighth day received 30 mm o:

while those which were irrigated every second and fourth day :

Terminal leaflet lengths ai

through



determinations. Three plants

alcohol fixative (KAA) (Johans

:e placed into formalin-acetic ,

A second experiment was conducted to follow changes in cell

number during development of draughted and irrigated leaves and to

identify more precisely when leaf cell numbers were reduced by

drought. Due to delays in obtaining the use of a rain shelter, only

well-watered leaves were sampled during their development. The field

conditions were essentially the same as the 1982 experiment. Cell

sampled throughout their development on well-watered plants. Due to

An experiment to determine the effect of a one-time, eight-day

drought stress on final leaf dimensions and cell number was conducted

on the 6th through the 15th leaf. Terminal leaflet lengths were

measured at the start of the eight-day drought and again after the

fully expanded.



imposition

Throughout May and June, a second experiment examined the

.-watered leaves over a 12-h interval,

i measured with a millimeter scale but
Terminal leaflet lengths

area and terminal leaflet length

analysis (see Chapter II).

relationship was established bet'

the terminal leaflet solely and i

terminal leaflet lengths and lea!

500 leaves. Regression analysis



leaflets wer

x analysis. The midrib from the terminal

ml pectinate (Sigma chemicals). This mixture w

.asks with 3 stainless steel ball bearings and n

a rocking rate of 1B0 min*
1

in a temperature

e suspended and samples n

Results and Discussion

Leaflet Dimensions ai

Correlations between terminal leaflet dimensions

a were made to facilitate repeated non 'destructive

f area data from the length and breadth of the term

f area data from 1983 and 19B4 were derived



total leaf area (cm ) whicb are plotted in Pig. 3.1. Individual le.

area was estimated by the following regression equation:

wiersma and Bailey (1975) found a similar relationship between leaf

area and the length of the terminal leaflet squared. The use of

either terminal leaflet lengths only or lengths and widths proved tt

Sensitivity of beat ftrea Develocment to Drought

against day of the yea.

Fig. 3.2 through Fig. :

leaves was retarded to

th, 8th and 9th leaves are plotted

e three irrigation treatments of 1982

originally observed to hav>

from plants irrigated every 2 days,

experienced by the small droughted ]

lagged four to five days behind the

.0 days behind the growth of the 8th leaf

contrast to the lag in growth

plants irrigated every 8 days (which hi

e essentially indistinguishable from plai



LEAF

AREA

(cm

;

figure 3.1 Soybean leaf area per leaf as a function of
the length of the terminal leaflet.



DAY OF THE YEAR

Figure 3.2 Development of the 6th leaf on plants irrigated

Rental periods in 1982.
* °





Figure 3.4 Development of

mental periods

leaf on plants irrigated
days over two experi-



Figure 3.5 Development of the 9th leaf on plants irrigated
either every^2, 4 or 8 days over two expert-



irrigated every 2nd and Bth day, respectively. The sensitivity of

small leaves to drought was also noted in the work of Vendeland et al.

o drought observed in small than in larger

sater sensitivity of cell division

Calculations of relative growth rates further illustrates that

process of unfolding, display growth characteristics distinctly

These differences may

leaf relative growth rates as a

plants irrigated every 2nd day

play a role in the differential

function of normalized leaf area

o groups separated

Fig. : 6. There is a clear division of leaves

till in the process of unfolding lie to

unfolded are located to the right of





1 low relative growth rates. Larger leaves

•ere leaves have attained full expansion (1

:t appears that once leaves have unfolded.

in drought prior to leaflet unfolding may play a significant role :

* second major influence of drought on growth and development ol

plants irrigated e<

•r plants irrigated every 4 days ar

for plants irrigated every 8 days. These reductions w

multiple, short duration droughts throughout the growt

through 9th leaf. Therefore, under these conditions i

possible to ascribe a particularly sensitive stage to

drought or separate the effects on cell division versu





o Drought

populations as well as leaf area mui

were counted during the development

1984 to provide background on the ti

initially in an exponential manner

1976j Milthorpe, 1956j Maksymowych, 1973 ) , but in

the infrequency of samples during early leaf growth

le coefficients of exponential growth

>se data indicate that the exponential

occurred only during the first 7 to 8

growth of soybean

ist be evaluated.

- difficult to determine tl

iy certainty. However, th<

approximately 5(

emergence. Wilson

id it has been unfolded

roughly linearly until

rnnd that an exponential increase in tl

Cucumber (Cucumis

day. Thereafter,

leaf cells increased exponentially for only four days beyond leaflet

unfolding. Leaf area at that time was only a fraction of the final

fully-expanded 1* n leaves iPhaseolus v>

.7. Consequently, •

; literature supports the



CELL

NUMBER

(x10°)



exponential

several plant species only during early leaf growth.

As presented earlier, drought caused a reduction in the final

that a leaf attained as well as caused a reduction in the growth rate

of small leaves relative to the growth of larger leaves. This

suggosts that drought causes a reduction in the cell division rate.

Pinal leaf areas may be reduced by drought because if fewer cells are

proportionately smaller. As a partial test of these statements, in

1982, leaf cell populations were counted in well-watered (irrigated

every 2nd day) and draughted (irrigated every 4 or 8 days), fully-

expanded leaves. Leaf cell populations from fully-expanded leaves

presented in Table 3.1 for the three irrigation treatments in 1982

4 or 8 day irrigation cycle). Relative to the 2-day irrigation

regime, cell numbers were reduced 23, 10, 11 and 19% for plants

irrigated every 4 days and 20, 15, 17 and 24% for the 6th through 9.

leaves of plants irrigated every 8 days. Because leaves were

draughted throughout their growth, there was no pattern in the

al cell number (FCN) in determining

r regression analysis was performed

number roughly correspond t

eaf presented in Table 3.1,

y reducing the number of ce

so draught may reduce

Is produced.



Table 3.2 Differences in the final number of cells and leaf

plants droughted for 8 days, relative to leaves

Well-watered and droughted final leaf area means are
significantly different at the (alpha-. 05) level of
significance (*) or are not significant (NS).



a single, moderate drought {

I

of the drought (9th node, 7

rely on water stored in the soil

profile so that the 9th leaf may have been slightly larger by the time

the stress was perceived. Despite the ambiguity about how soon the

effect of drought influenced leaf growth, it seems as though leaves

the most influenced by drought. Similarly, Vegappan et al. (1982)

droughted sunflower and observed that the greatest magnitude of final

of unfolding.

To determine the effect of drought on leaf cell division, cells

were counted in fully-expanded leaves in the 1984 experiment.

Sensitivity of any particular stage of leaf development to drought

would be indicated by the relative reduction in the number of cells.

The percent changes in the number of leaf cells in the fully-expanded

leaves from droughted plants relative to those from well-watered

plants are presented in Table 3.2 along with the area of the leaf at

the time drought was initiated. The greatest reduction in tho number

of cells due to drought occurred in the smallest visible leaf to have

a (11th node) at the time the drought was

Reductions in the number of cells produced were

for leaves which were still located within the



development (Table 3.1), changes in the arei. of individual leaves did

(Table 3.2). That is. a 10. reduction in c,

greatest reduction in leaf area occurred foir larger leaves at the

initiation of the drought than it did for liMf cell number. This is

consistent with evidence in Fig. 3.2 that c<all division ceases in

have minimal effect on cell division rates :in larger leaves. However,

drought may still influence the expansion ol( cells not fully expanded.

This result shows the effect of drought on •(oung leaves and support

the hypothesis that drought alters soybean :leaf growth through its

impact on both cell division and expansion.

:ime of initiation of

Conclusion

This research was designed to examine 1ihe hypothesis that changes

in leaf area due to drought are dictated by the leaf developmental

stage when drought is first perceived. Thiii was established during

greatest proportion



unfolding. As a consequence of this hypothesis, it was inferred that

the responses to drought are mediated by differential contributions of

cell division and cell expansion during a particular leaf

developmental stage. As presented in Table 3.2, the greatest

reductions in area occurred in leaves which were larger than those

younger leaves which showed similar reductions in cell number.

Further support of the hypothesis came from the heightened sensitivity

of small leaves to drought indicated in Table 3.2. heaves draughted

late in their development showed minor reductions in leaf cell numbers

and leaf area while leaves draughted earlier in their development

displayed considerable reductions in final cell number and leaf area



CHAPTER IV

IF FIELD-GROWN SOYBEANS D1

The irreversible

expansive growth)

>f plant cells {termed

1 growth is thought to first requ

id irreversibly. This point is termec

pressure of the cell contents against the cell wall

turn creates a thermodynamically favorable gradient

A biophysical

beon developed (Lockhart, 1965; Gree

express these changes in the cell wa

{l/V)dV/dt - *(P-Y)

(l/v)dv/dt - L(s 4s -

Table 4.1 lists the symbols used in

indicates that the relative change ii

a proportionality f.

extensibility. Equation 4.

Equations hi

le equations. Equation 4.

e relationship between tl



X extensibility

Osmotic potential

Hydraulic conductance



the cell. This water potential difference is equal to the difference

between the osmotic potential outside minus the sum of the osmotic

potential plus turqor inside the cell. An additional term the

reflection coefficient, is multiplied by the osmotic gradient to

account for the permeability of the cell membrane to some solutes. A

hydraulic conductance, L, relates the total water potential gradient

expression(s)

Wagner, 1980) but generally the complexity of the system has

overwhelmed all but the simplest of cases. However, water transport

characteristics of the tissue need not be considered if the tissue

water flux is sufficient to meet the needs of expanding cells.

inconsequential provided that at

potentials come to equilibrium w; tr potentials during t)



Cell water conductance

reversible while the changes associated

appears not to limit cell growth ii

rst, water transport into a cell is

transport difficulties but by changes associated with the cell wall

relaxation equation

cellular water transport properties

ten considering net diurnal changes in

i irreversible growth is only associated

iall relaxation equation {eqn. 4.1) for cells

2a£ cell growth rates. In order to create

diich applies to bulk properties of all cells

yield threshold was

In this chapter, two parameters of the wall relaxation equation,

the turgor potential and wall yield threshold, will be examined. The

conditions. Equally important was the evaluation of the influence of



approximately 0.45 MPa for leaves placed under

Using a similar technique, primary leaves of b*

liquid culture (Davies and Van Volkenburgh, 191

wall yield thresholds less than 0.20 MPa. wher

a seedlings grown in

pressure psychrometery. w

Volkenburgh and Cleland, 1986). Us:

psychrotneter techniques on dark-gro\

Cosgrove et al. (1984) measured wal)

needed to expand the repertoire of mea

establish the theoretical groundwork o

yield thresholds of approximately



1 relaxation

leaf turgor were measured diumally a

years of experimentation. It was fou

turgors from draughted plants we:

with vapor pressure psychrometry

sunrise. Wall yield thresholds c

n leaves of irrigated

change diurnally. Maximum leaf

:e lower than those measured frcm

'all yield thresholds wore determined

f small leaves, which had recently

Se meristem, were higher in draughted leaves than in

watered ones and differed in magnitude by approximately 0.20 MPa.

increased as the leaf approached full

psychrometer . lambers and allowed to equilibrate ii

e reading total water potentials wil

microvoltmeter . After te e recorded, the

ie psychrometer ar

th petrolatum jel



n Vapor Pressure



only occurs in growing c

e removed from a st

a turgor potential mi

first condition ii

le wall yield

Three conditions must be met before the w

measured by vapor pressure psychrometery.

1 there may be a significant portion of the day when the turgor

above the wall yield threshold in leaves of field-

as due to better water balance. A second

ice the wall yield threshold equals the difference

potentials subsequent to wall relaxation, the

it remain constant during equilibration. A third

thermal and water vapor conditions within the

ler equilibrate prior to measurement of the wall

The latter two conditions are discussed in more

briefly, it was found by experimentation ana

essentially

potential is belt

turgor potential

turgor potential

c potential mi

psychrometer

on theoretical grounds c potential ii

psychrometer

ihamber. The heat transport characteristics of a

ihamber assembly, as measured and calculated in relation

r geometry and materials, was found to be sufficiently



* retired for vapor transport in a psyctirometor

chamber as measured and calculated w

i

e sufficiently rapid

thermal equilibration hac

at least 3 h to approach

vapor pressure psychrometers provide

completed. Since most tissues require

wall yield thresholds (Cosgrove, 1985),

successfully used this technique to measure the wall yield threshold

A series of field experiments were conducted over a 3-year pe

to evaluate leaf turgor and the wall yield threshold of field-growi

irrigated and draughted soybeans. The cultural practices employed

each of the experiments were discussed in Chapters II and III.

1982. An experiment was conducted to evaluate the wall yield

threshold over several diurnal cycles. The experimental

and plot layout were discussed in Chapter II, however, si

additional considerations need to be stated

of irrigations every 2nd, 4th or 8th day. IWo 8-day cycles were

imposed, the first being initiated on 2 May when the 6th leaf had j

emerged from most plants and the second on 12 Hay. (total and osmot

leaf water potentials were measured every 4 h during the last day o

each 8-day irrigation cycle and the day following. Irrigation on tl

8th day was applied at 0400 (EST) to permit changes in the response

be followed. Samples for •



at three locations on each of three plants p'

sample was the entire terminal leaflet from the topmast leaf to have

consisted of 3 leaf discs obtained with a 6 mm diameter leaf punch.

1983. To identify changes in leaf turgor and wall yield

threshold at different leaf positions, turgor potentials were measured

on leaves located at the 6th through 15th nodes of field-grown,

droughted and well-watered soybeans. On 4 June, 1983, a 30 x 100 m

the plot was well watered, being irrigated with 20 mm water during

samples were taken from the 2 leaves which subtended the first sample.

Turgor potential measurements were performed as stated above, except



psychrometers containing permitted to equilibrate

On 2 separate occasions in 2 separate plots, drought was imposed

by withholding irrigations for 9 or 10 days. Total and osmotic leaf

water potentials and areas of the leaves sampled were measured during

each of the 4 experimental periods. Water potential measurements

next day at 1100 (EST). The first plot was droughted between the 3rd

and the 13th of May. Water potentials and leaf areas were measured on

11 and 12 May. In the second plot, a well-watered treatment, leaf

potentials and leaf growth were measured in this plot on 31 May and c

1 June. The fourth plot was well-watered and was sampled for leaf

water potential and leaf growth on 12 and 13 June. The droughted

plots were irrigated as were the well-watered ones subsequent to the

experimental period.



was split into an irrigated ai

10 s 15 m. The irrigated plo

evapotranspirational requirements. The droughted plot was subjected

August. 4 to 7 leaf water potential samples were gathered from each

taken from the smallest, mOBt recently emerged leaf from the meristem



evaluate the wall yield threshold of dr*

established in plants. This would insui

yield threshold.

throughout the night to a ma

(Fig. 4.1a). Turgors in mature leaf tissue will never reach their

ted and well-watered field

k turgors are generally

>s would correspond to the wall

t (11-12 May) are plotted with

mature (4th leaf) and growing

*af turgors were at their lowest

)0 (EST) and increased



Diurnal turgor potentials of the 4th, 6th
7th leaves from draughted plants, 11 - 12
1984. Dashed horizontal line indicates tl



evaluate further leaf turgor of mature and expanding leaf tissue.

the mature leaf (12th), and the two youngest growing leaves (14th ar

15th>. At 1700 (EST), mature leaf turgors (Fig. 4.2a) were

of 0.80 MPa prior to sunrise. The 14th leaf initially had a turgor

during the night attained a maximum turgor of 0.57 MPa (Fig. 4.2b).

and increased slightly throughout the night (Fig. 4.2c). Maximum 1c

turgors were 0.40 MPa during the night, although these values were

to the first drought cycle, growing leaves did not show as large a
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the following day (Fig. a. 3a). Turgors from the expanding Bth leaf

did not exhibit any definite pattern throughout the course of the

over the entire period (Fig. 4.3b). Likewise, the emerging 10th leaf

day to night and maintained an average turgor of approximately 0.26

A second experiment was conducted to obtain more data on the



18 20 22 24 2

TIME (h)

Figure 4.4 Diurnal turgor potentials of mature leaves and
leaves recently emerged from the meristem from
well-watered plants, 31 May through 1 June,
1984. Dashed horizontal line indicates the



in the turgor of draughted small leaves relative to those

well-watered leaves indicates that these maximum turgors

e leaf turgors more than those from well-watered plants.

the young « topmost leaves of draughted plants.

(irrigated every 8 days) plants are plotted against the time of day in



LEAF AREA (cm2 )



Figure 4.6 Diurnal turgor potentials from the 9th and 10th
leaves from plants irrigated every 2 days.
20 - 21 Hay, 1982. Arrow indicates irrigation.
Values are means ± s.E. A star (*) indicates
significant differences at the {alpha9 . 05)



20 - 21 May, 1982. Arrow indicates irrigation.
Values are means + S.E. A star (•) indicates
significant differences at the (alphas. 05)



: to and following release from drought f<

i days. The treatment irrigated every 4tl

treatments and in general, not statistically different from the other

tip) were combined in all treatments since their sample averages were

not significantly different.

Turgors of the irrigated 10th leaf were stable throughout the

of the irrigated 9th leaf displayed diurnal changes probably

associated with changes in temperature and solar radiation. Leaf

turgors reached a high of approximately 0.45 MPa during the early

irrigated treatment <i.e. oscillatory versus stable turgor,

respectively) the droughted 9th and 10th leaves were synchronized with

respect to their turgors throughout the period of drought (Fig. 4.7).

Prior to irrigation, turgors between 0600 (20 Hay) and 0200 (21 Kay),

were similar for the 9th and 10th leaf. However, subsequent to

irrigation (after 0400), the turgor of the 9th leaf rose to

approximately 0.75 MPa while the turgor remained at approximately 0.23



Interoretatioi un Turgor in Growing 1,

During the night, w

Wall yield thresholds may be distinguished £1

potential data with more precision a'

plants generally begin to improve thi

response to the increased availability of water. This ensures that

for at least part of the night, the turgor potentials will exceed the

minimum turgor required for growth to occur (wall yield threshold).

If samples are removed from growing leaves at that time, the initial

then correspond to the highest turgors observed during the night. In

draughted leaves, whose turgors may not be higher than the wall yield

possible. During the experiments .

draughted plants were only 0.1 to (

in mature leaves from well-watered

despite B days of drought, leaf tui

threshold was possible at that til

-

'

L _ _ jj _ _

n those draughted plants.

leaves from well-watered plants we:

values lower than those measured i.

well-watered plants, the maximum 1(

table throughout the night at

ture, nongrowing leaves. For

turgor (wall yield threshold) o:



A major goal was to observe the response of wall yield threshold

turgor potential in mature, fully expanded soybean leaves declines.

period. However, the turgors of small, growing leaves were higher in

and during the nocturnal and early morning measurements during 1!

What appears as a discrepancy in the response of small leaves

drought, from a standard interpretation of turgor potential in matt

yield threshold to drought. That turgors for well-watered small

leaves equals wall yield thresholds was discusssed above. In

droughted, growing leaves which had turgors above the wall yield





be required for growth to occur. Stated another way, the wall yield

potentials, also observed an increase of approximately 0.2 MPa in the

droughted pea steins, Cosgrove (1986) reported no change in wall yield

threshold, as measured by a stress relaxation and pressure probe

experiments (up to 8 days). Several days of drought might be required

wall yield threshold appears to be sensitive to the growth environment

turgor of a small, growing leaf changed abruptly from diurnal

oscillations, having a maximum of 0.51 MPa, to a steady value of

Evidence that this was the case lies in the fact that leaf turgor

exceeded 0.7 MPa in the 9th leaf by 1000. Therefore, leaf turgor was

higher than the wall yield threshold in the small, formerly droughted



leaves at the time of sampling. Therefore, the value recorded after

equilibration equaled the wall yield threshold. Whatever process

caused wail stiffening in response to drought, reversed rapidly upon

Maximum turgors and area of lei

regression analyses were performed to correlate maximum turgors (wall

yield thresholds, WYT) with normalised leaf area (NLA), for both well-

for well-watered and droughted leaves, respectively.

e equations support the concept thi

yield threshold and leaf area supports

established fro

yield thresholds should never be

important relationship

ie equations emphasize

turgor greater than 0.B9



in draughted plants which were able recover from drought during the

thresholds of approximately 0.3 MPa while similarly sized leaves from

plants draughted for 8 days rose to 0.5 MPa. Equations were developed

well-watered and draughted leaves.



ti/viav/at - ( p-v ) (5.D

soybeans, the leaf relative growth rate, ( 1 /A)dA/dt (where the leaf

relaxation equation was employed to stuay leaf growth:

d/A)avat *(p - y) (5.2)

growth rate and the wall extensibility. Leaf relative growth rates

few studies which attempted to measure wall extensibility. To date,

there have been no field studies of this parameter despite the fact



Although Van Volkenburgh and Cl cland (1986) did not evaluate wall

extensibility, they concluded that since the effective turgor, (P -

V), was not related to the growth rate, the wall extensibility must

control expansion of growth chamber-grown bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L

leaves. However, calculation of wall extensibility from their data

indicate that wall extensibilities would need to be several orders ol

magnitude higher than values obtained by other, more direct

techniques. Another estimate of wall extensibility (Boyer et al.,

1985) may be plagued by inadequate equilibration times in the

measurement of wall yield threshold, so those values were also five-

in values reported by Cosgrove (1985). Boyer et al.

measurements of the wall yield threshold in less than 30

ir removing the material from its source of water.

IBS) has shown that the decline in the turgor potential to

11 yield threshold requires at least several hours. Cosgrove

), who employed a micro-pressure probe, developed a dynamic

11 extensibility in dark-grown pea (Pisum sativum) stem

indistinguishable from values measured w.

o few experiments hi

1 properties are greatly influenced by growth

field conditions.

a need to evaluate tl .1 extensibility ui

- me relative growth rate and wall extensibility o:

soybean leaves, field experiments were conducted over several yei

draughted and irrigated, soybean plants. Leaf relative growth ri



(expressed

wall extensibility was

It was not possible t< analyze effectively the data

n the leaf wall extensibility.

Materials and Methods

performed in 1982 and 1984.

grown in these experiments

analysis were obtained from experiments

fie cultural conditions for the plants

! presented in Chapters II and HI.

In 1982, the length and breadth of terminal leaflets were

measured with a millimeter scale and converted to leaf area by means

of equation (2.3). Similarly, in 1984, only leaflet lengths were

measured and converted to leaf area with equation (3 1) Leaflet

dimensions were measured periodically in the morning on the topmost 5

terminal leaflets of 10 plants in plots irrigated every 2nd, 4th and

to 49 hours. From the changes in leaf area and the appropriate time

interval, the leaf relative growth rate was calculated. At the end ol

complete their growth under well-

expansion, they were remeasured ai

determinations were allowed t

watered conditions, upon ful



Relative growth rate wa

twice in an irrigated plot a

irrigated for B days. The t

second irrigated plol

o calculate normalized 1<

t approximately ei »ver a 4 day period,

o calculate the

1 Extensibilities

1 extensibility:

1 relaxation equation

i solve explicitly for •

* * (l/»)dA/dt / (P - Y)

Extensibility is then a function of the leaf relative gi

leaf turgor and the leaf wall yield threshold, since ea

right side of eqn. 5.3 was measured, it was possible to

the leaf wall extensibility.

Results and Discussion

Leaf relative growth rate data collected in 1984 from irriga

and 8-day droughted treatments are plotted in Fig. 5.1 and 5.2,

respectively. Since field plot averages of fully expanded leaf a:





Leaf relative growth rates

draughted plants.



e used in calculating normalised It

>e delineated: small leav<

. From Chapter i:

a significant numl

a extends from the highest It

relative growth rate to the lowest along a line whoBe slope

as it approaches unity on t

are undergoing division in leaves which are still in the exponential

phase of growth. Significant deviation from the expected growth rate

should result for leaves with a high percentage of dividing cells,

since cells, while they are dividing do not expand (Freisner, 1927).

Data collected in 19B2 and 1984 were similarly analysed by linear

regression using only data from leaves having normalised areas greater

than 0.2. The slopes of the unfolded leaf relative growth rate for

plants irrigated every 2, 4 or 8 days in 1982 are presented in Table

5.1. There is a general lack of statistically significant difference

relative growth rates are compared on any given date. As the drought

progressed in severity from the first to the eighth day, the slopes

did not change in any regular fashion. However, when the slopes were

averaged over all measurement periods, they significantly increased

with an increase in the amount of irrigation.





couplingThere ate several possible explanations of the poor

between these slopes and the effect of drought on relative leaf growth

collected and subsequently presented. All leaf relative growth data

which means that growth data are recorded from individual leaves of

different sizes at one time. It is equivalent to recording the growth

of individuals at different times along their growth trajectory. The

assumption implicit in utilizing cross-sectional data, as is done in

this chapter, is that all individuals follow the same growth

trajectory. Data presented in Chapter III indicate that small leaves

A second difficulty with the interpretation of leaf relative



fluctuations. To reduce the influence of this problem, an attempt was

made to reduce the time interval growth measurements. Leaf

relative growth rates were calculated based upon a 6 h time interval

in duly 198a (Table 5.3). The coefficient of determination from

resulted in the low growth rate

that experimental period (Table

In each treatment, leaf relative growth rate data were averaged

were used to develop equations which relate leaf relative growth rate

of leaves having normalised areas greater than 0.2 to the normalized



Slopes and intercepts of linear regression of
the^leaf relative growth rates vs. normalised

All coefficients of significant at the





watered (eqn. 5.4) and draughted (eqn.

(l/A)dA/dt- -0.037'NLA

(l/A)dA/dt- -0.027*NLA +

5.5) plants, respectively.

Equation 5.3 was used to determine the leaf wall extensibility

derived for the leaf relative growth rate Ul/A)dA/dt) and the leaf

wall yield threshold (Y) . Equation 5.3 was solved separately for

well -watered and draughted leaves. Expressions derived for the leaf

relative growth rate of well-watered (eqn. 5.4) and draughted (eqn.

threshold equations for well-watered and draughted leaves (eqns. 4.4

extensibility:

identical plot w;

rail extensibility as a function of

of leaf turgor potentials are

L-watered case. An essentially

equations developed from draughted



NORM. LEAF AREA

e‘'t0"°lbUltY 08 8 function

leaf turgor potentials. Horizontal

o’ob'hp*^* -J
* "aU extensibilit y of



To identify a particular leaf wall extensibility from Fig. 5.3,

leaves, then, should equal those measured in fully expanded leaves.

Hay and June, 1984 in both well-watered and droughted plants (Figs.

at leaf turgor equal to 0.10 HPa (well-watered case), leaf wall

extensibilities ranged from 0.06 to 0.15 MPa*
1

h*
1
for normalized leaf

areas which ranged from 0.1 to 0.7. Leaf wall extensibilities from

from approximately 0.08 to 0.40 MPa*
1
h

1
for normalized leaf areas

between 0.1 and 0.5. These lower values compare favorably with wall

extensibilities of 0.08 MPa’
1

h*
1
measured via dynamic ri

Conclusion

f relative growth rate was measured in well-watered and droughted





INDIVIDUAL SI F GROWTH MODEL

there been much success in predicting

Jones and Hesketh (1980) concluded, at

model that more research was needed w)

senescence of individual organs of a i

formation. Therefore, a mechanistic model of 1«

developed. The primary goal of this model was t

and other parameters thought to play a role in e

growth. A second major objective was to determine the impact of

individual leaves are computationally bulky, are based upon

as the primary

he upper limit to yield



s empirical coefficients, and employ r

rowth (Charles-Edwards,

variables are generally

lot utilized as a basis

ihose models to predict leaf growth

non-existant.

presented in this chapter is the

1979j Thornley et al., 191

ignored and morphological

during periods of stress is poor

A unique feature of the mo

portrayal of leaf growth

subsequent expansion. A central concept of this nodel is that, in thi

absence of other limiting factors to growth, such as low temperatures

division of cells is limited by the ability of

expand to a minimum volume needed for cell division to

ased on the simple observation that cells

quickly divide themselves into units having

(lost cell organelles. The treatment of leaf cell

|ue in that the cell wall relaxation equation

m. 5.1) serves to set the rate of cell expansion as well as acting

a governor limiting the division of cells.

expansion

originates from meristematic zi

Is produced in the meristems

has ceased (Sunderland and Brow



of the epidermis, vas<

completed. At this t

defined meristematie :

soybean leaf growth me

procedes al

only considers cell expansion and division

re and until leaf growth has stopped. Cell division

exponential rate until the leaf blade has unfolded or

in some cases, several days after unfolding (Dale, 1976, see Chapter

III). Cell division ceases completely when the leaf blade has

attained approximately 75* of its mature area although many species

are capable of continued cell division until full leaf blade

division of the palisade layer in soybean leaves may

? last quarter of leaf blade expansion (Lugg and

Dale (1970) has predicted, based on cell division

res have the capacity for cell division beyond the

rise (Charles- Edwards, 1979).

Sinclair, 1981). Dale (1971

models, that leaves have thi

Hie factors controlling cell expansion have been proposed

(Lockhart, 1965) Grren et al., 1971, Cosgrove, 1981) and now ser>

a basis for considerable research effort (Boyer et al., 1985,

Cosgrove, 1986). The factors controlling cell expansion were

discussed in detail in Chapter IV. however, little information ex

as to the relationship between individual cell expansion and whol



ill expansion . A modified ci

is employed to determine the

V' - IPCt)-Y(A)]

he relative expansion rate <

1 relaxation eguati

cell extensibility is t-

potential is P(t) (MPa ] ,

threshold is Y(A) (MPa),

a rate determined by eqn.

tell in a leaf is presumed to expand at

regardless of its initial volume.

i turgor potential excode the wall

.1 extensibility relates the relative

effective turgor (p - y) and plays no role in

- “aU extensibility, 0.08 MPa* 1
h*1, is used throughout

estimated values for both draughted and well-watered soybean leaves

(see Chapter V). simulations will show that a constant wall



extensibility throughout leaf growth was sufficient to c

realistic leaf area and cell number changes with time.

The wall yield threshold, Y(A>, is a function of 1*

timum leaf area attainable.

(6.3) are termed the initial wall yield threshold

between the wall yield threshold and 1 <

threshold increases with increasing lei

When the wall yield threshold reaches *

highest leaf turgor,

is attained.

hour of day) and is set equal to equations (6.4) and (6.5) for

P(t) • 0.311.9 + sin(t*4)/12 ]

P(t) - 0.311.9 sin ( t+4 ) /12 )
- 0.25

for both equations. The maxima and minima of turgor potential



draughted

only the daily integrated turgor potential which dictates final leaf

reflect those measured under field conditions. The amplitude of the

turgor potential (0.6 MPa) is the same for well-watered and draughted

physiologically imposed limits.

Cell division . An equation termed the minimum-volume division

function (eqn. 6.6) was developed to link the process of cell division

hours from the moment the leaf emerges from the meristem. At that

time the leaf is presumed to have ceased well-defined meristematic

activity. S(t) is more precisely defined as the cell volume which



1 volume required for division. The appropriate

yield threshold. Cell division is terminated

n simulations of well-watered acsuccessfully i

through an eff

cells to expand decreases

droughted leaf growth.

presenting the final soyl

preliminary model used ti

division function (eqn. i

exponential rate of cell division during early growth on average cel:

for evaluating the coefficients of eqn. (6.6). Exponential cell



division rate was imposed in the model since most studies, as reported

earlier, found an exponential increase in the number of cells with

The preliminary model uses a discrete boxcar approach to move

(Penning de Vries and van Laar, 1982). A FORTRAN listing of the code

is presented in Appendix B. Each box, termed a volume average class

with an associated cell volume expressed in cubic microns. Based on

approximately 15 million cells, and the average cell volume is 700

urn
3

. Therefore, at the initiation of leaf growth, which for present

lowest 15 VACS's are filled with one million cells. The smallest VACS

Cell division is simulated by taking a certain percentage of the

After cells divide t

modified wall relaxation



if turgor potential. As ei

ch interval of time, the total leaf volume is calculated by

ume. Leaf volume was increased by 20% to account for air

The effect of exponential cell division on average cell volume

during leaf growth is illustrated by the average cell volumes plotted

against time (Fig. 6.1). Average cell volume increased linearly with

time for approximately 94 h, then it declined to increasingly smaller

volumes. The decline in average cell volume was due to the

excessively high rate of cell division caused by exponential increase

1. This supports observations first discussed :

the relationship bet*

resulted in eqn. (6.1

a Chapter

t may divide. Initially (when tl
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a preliminary growth



order to divide. Ml subsequent simulations used the minimum-volume

division function (eqn. 6.6) to regulate cell division instead of the

time-dependent exponential function.

if growth model is presented here to

FORTRAN code presented in Appendix C.

(6.1) using the appropriate value

threshold and wall extensibility,

then leaf growth stops.





is assigned an average volume o:

Simulation ol

To facilitate interpretation

parameter analyses, the nominal va

used to simulate growth of the 6th

well-watered leaf were performed as described earlier. Leaf j

cell number as a function of time were outputs of simulations

model and a subsequent

>f well-watered and draughted

plant also is plotted in Fig. 6.3. Leaf area increased sigmoidally



0.00009** 0.5



replications) of



Conclusions-

function to dictate a prior:

significant that it has beei

accurately the growth of a

the shape of a growth trajectory. It is

possible for the first time to portray

eaf in terms of cell division and

a growth curve, simulated and actual

Cessation of simulated cell division 7 to 8

e nearly identical over

iriod. Furthermore,



105

Loaf Wall Extensibility

draughted conditions (Table 6.1). The r<

million to 1.4 billion (Fig. 6.4). The three criteria used to

MPa
3
h

1
did not influence final leaf area. Below 0.09 MPa

1 h \
leaf area decreased rapidly to 15 cm2 at 0.02 MPa

1 h 3
. With the



Simulated changes in the number of cells over a
range of wall extensibilities and with three
criteria used to stop leaf growth.





leaf vail yield thresholds greater than 0.3

were permitted to grow beyond 556 h.

area is plotted in Fig. 6.7. Final leaf areas were mostly unaffected

by initial wall yield threshold less than 0.3 MPa. An increase in the

initial wall yield threshold above 0.3 MPa reduced final leaf area

dramatically. None of the three stopping criteria had a significant



INITIAL YIELD (MPa)

Simulated changes in the :

t yield thresholds





2000

556,720 h OR 5000 jjm
3

• 556.720 h

CELL DIVISION SLOPE

Simulated changes in the number of c
range of cell division slopes and wi



resulted In a drop in



CELL DIVISION SLOPE

criteria used to stop leaf growth.





Conclusions of Sensitivity of Parameters Controlling Leaf Growth

threshold, 3) cell division slope and, 4) the initial cell volume,

threshold (0.30 MPa), or the cell division slope (12 ura
3

h'
1
) resul'

decrease of the wall extensibility J

1
h 3

, resulted in a sharp drop in

leaves with only small shifts in val

Volkenburgh and Cleland (1986) ascr)

wall yield threshold and wall extensibility

Significantly, the area of fully expanded leaves

increased by variation of any of the four parameters t

fully expanded leaf area resulted instead

could play significant



Response to Drought

Simulations were conducted to examine the impact of various

0.05 MPa. Leaf turgor potential was then averaged over a 24 h period

average daily turgor of plants draughted for B days (0.32 MPa)

resulted in less than 100 million cells produced, while turgor

million cells at the end of leaf growth. None of the criteria used tc

stop leaf growth resulted in different numbers of cells.



1 4 ij

AVERAGE DALY TURGOR (MPa)



Average daily turgor is plotted with respect to the

fully expanded leaf in Fig. 6.12. Final leaf area was :

cm at the lowest average daily turgor and approached a

examined.

o drought induced changes

1 yield threshold , simulations oi

utilizing values of leaf turgor potential and wall y

measured during drought, were performed to examine model performance

and to assist in understanding the characteristic response of leaves

to drought observed in the previous chapters. In these simulations,

drought was imposed throughout the entire growth period of a leaf

cells with time is presented for a draughted

ill-watered leaf (Fig. 6.13). The production

. 6 days of growth of the draughted leaf

td that of the well-watered leaf. Also, the

division of draughted leaves

; when cell division ceased in the

Simulated number

lagged considerably be

several days. Interestingly,

continued four days beyond the time when cell

well-watered leaf. Overall, cell production

20% less than in the well-watered leaf by the



AVERAGE DAILY TURGOR (MPa)

average daily









SIM.

REL.

GROWTH

RATE

(

r a draughted leaf.



relative growth

conditions during the first several days were sunny and hot (Fig

area (day/night). From 15 * 17 July (days 197 - 199), air

growth was lower during the day than at night and the ratio of day to







drought 01

t development during drought . le influence o'

complicated by the fact that leaves

on a single plant are in various stages of development. The

importance of this condition was outlined in Chapter III during the

discussion of the differential sensitivity of small and large leaves

to drought. To investigate the influence of drought on the

development of leaves, a simulated drought was imposed upon leaves of

Chapter III). Drought was

A reduction in the final

relative to the irrigated cast

droughted at different initial

data collected in 1984 (Table

form as Fig. 6.18. Simulated

considerable reduction for initial leaf are;

division was not reduced by a 5-day drought.

i is presented in Fig. 6.17 for leaves

3.2) which is presented in graphical

leaf area was most influenced when

small leaves, i.e. those having initial areas less than 40 cm
2

.

Simulations of the influence of drought on leaves of differing

developmental stages were reasonable depictions of data collected in

1984. Both data and simulations show that smaller leaves were more

> drought as expressed by reductions in final leaf area anc

Simulations would have been more realistic if leaf cell



1 Simulated reductions if

days at different stag<



CHANGE

IN

AREA

&

CELL

NO.

(%)

LEAF AREA (cm
2
)



division had ceased earlier (Fig. 6.13). division late

6.3). It is apparent that cells increase in volume before they

This relationship may effectively regulate cell division. When

Friesner, 1920), In those studies, cell division and expansion were

mutually exclusive. This is to be expected in tissues having narrow

compounded by the presence of epidermal, vascular, parenchymal and



.1 volumes w<

drought), cell division s'

(1970) predicted that 20%

Leaves contain cell

potentials. Cell types

cease division since expansion may not keep pace

volume required for division. As the demand for

division outstrips the cells ability to expand oi

limits the amount of turgor available to drive expansion (i.e. through

Is at the end of division in a

bean leaf should maintain the capacity for cell division. This may

correspond to the continued capacity of palisade cells in soybean to

divide late in the development of a leaf (Lugg and Sinclair, 1980).

Implicit in the minimum-volume function is the notion that

average cell volume increases linearly w:

by results from Dale (1964), who plotted estimated mean cell vol

versus time for bean leaves, when linear regression of his data

calculated, an r
2
=.94 resulted. This implies a close coupling bi

all aspects of leaf development including cell morphogenesis, ce:

s supported

cell division.

gonclusions of Sensit ivity Analysis of Model Parameters and Tumor

It is significant that of

describe leaf growth, those which directly

cell wall extensibility) do not increase th<

values are changed in a direction expected

growth. These responses, taken together wil

•o physiological



and not through alteration of wall metabolism alone.

the final size of the leaf regardless of the propensity of the cells

for division. This fact, taken with the sensitivity of leaf area to

lamina expansion rate (Bunce, 1977). Leaf expansion also exhibited a

linear relationship to leaf turgor in field grown, droughted and

between turgor and growth was reported by Michelena and Boyer (1983),

ist be an internal pressure to push against the cell wall to

measure turgor and, possibly, due to the inability to measure



latter requirement is based

ia expansion

Conclusions

1 of soybean leaf growth was presented which

incorporated in a realistic way, the division of cells and their

Sensitivity analysis indicated that only increases in the turgor



oal of this chapter is to summarise and put into perspective

o identify unresolved issues.

The second goal was then to develop and to verify a unified theory of

In Chapter II, the effect of drought on leaf emergence and leaf

linearly related to the plastochron index in a draughted crap of

expansion was more severely reduced by draught,

possible factors responsible for thi

of small leaves to drought. An hypothesis was proposed which stat

leaves were dictated by the developmental stage of the leaf at the



draughted during different phases o

support the hypothesis and suggest

reductions were due to differential si

cell division and cell expansion.

In Chapter IV, the first stage of a unified theory of leaf gro

was constructed which incorporated the response of leaf growth to

drought. Because leaf growth is dependent in large part upon cell

expansion, an analogue of the cell wall relaxation equation (eqn. 7

was proposed as a means to describe the bulk expansion of cells witl

(l/A)dA/dt - t(P - Y) ,,

is equation, the leaf turgor potential (?) and the i

(V) were measured under field conditions. After

experimental verification of the techniques used tt

years of experimentation wi presented. Leaf turgor potential

while the wall yield threshold increased
decreased in draughted plants whi]

found to vary linearly as a function of normalised leaf area for both

well-watered and draughted leaves.

The remaining terms of the modified cell wall relaxation equation

<eqn. 7.1), the leaf relative growth rate (11/AldA/dt) and the leaf

e examined in Chapter V. Relative growth

eaves of well-watered and draughted field-

se data, when expressed as a function of

rhich had completed 20t of

1 extensibility {,

normalised a: , indicated tt



expanded

status and linearly related to their sire. The wall relaxation

equation was then algebraically manipulated to solve explicitly for

the wall extensibility.

$ = (l/A)dA/dt / (P - Y) (7.2,

Wall extensibility was determined from equation (7.2) and it is

expressed in a plot (Pig. 5.3) to indicate its dependence upon

normalixed leaf area and leaf turgor during growth. Wall

extensibility was essentially the same for draughted and well-watered

during drought.

In Chapter VI, information derived

reported by Cosgrove (1981 and 1985).

les, it was not possible to determine

role in controlling growth responses

1 relaxation

ta presented ii

im-volume division function (eqn. '

dependent, m

(h). This equation required cells

lum volume before they could divide,

e effectively regulated by

owth model accurately predicted leaf

relaxation minimum volume division function



potential was capable

related the reduction in final leaf area and cell numbers to the stage

Recently it was proposed (Sinclair an

thermodynamic viewpoint has 'not led to an

of turgor potential in th<

The second basic conclusion of this work is that leaf growth is

the processes of cell division and cell expansion to describe changes

cellulose synthesis and membrane

to division (protein anc

:o drought since the



minimum-volume division function (eqn. 7.3) sufficed for well-watered

and droughted conditions.

On a more practical level, three characteristic growth responses

to drought have been identified:

1) slight delay in the formation of leaves within the

!) high sensitivity o:

I) and reduction of f:

if area formation in smal:

leaf area depends upon tl

allow effective

before competition

model only considered changes the

of growth (Johnson et al., I960),

avoidance of drought by forming t

for water with adjacent plants oc

Both the second and third characteristic growth r.

. of drought on cell expansion and the

expand before dividing. In small leaves,

le expansion and division of cells more acutely

iince larger leaves have a lower proportion of

e to its size at the time of drought follows

division and expansion in large and

ig leaves suffer proportionally

mature leaves since the effective

drought could i

1 leaves. During drought, y.

ter growth reduction than mo:



growth. Cell division is also retarded since cell volume is

insufficient increases and cell expansion likewise is reduced.

Drought midway through the growth of larger leaves has less effect on

cell production because fewer cells are being produced. Upon

rewatering, there are almost as many cells to expand relative to the

(eqn. 7.3), which was originally defined in terms of volume changes

per unit time, may be more related to temperature than time. An

analogy may be drawn with the common observation of linearity in the

production of leaves over time. This response actually has been shown

to consist of a response to a steady temperature environment (Hesketh

et al., 1973). The relationship between cell division and expansion

clearly needs to be defined better in regard to temperature

Similarly, a final goal of many individuals would be to connect

growth processes as described in this work, to photosynthesis and

respiration. Photosynthesis is required to produce the solutes needed

to construct the cell machinery and to provide the energy for

respiration. How these processes are tied in with leaf development is



The leaf growth model has been singularly successful with soybeai

in Gainesville, Florida . The acceptance of the ideas in the model

missing from the shelves of chemical companies looking for ways to



APPENDIX A
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF WALL YIELD
THRESHOLD MEASUREMENT IN VAPOR PRESSURE PSYCHROMETERS

The use of vapor pressure psychrometry to measure the wall yield

Successful

id, where possible, experimentally evaluated.

physiological status of leaf tissue or the heat and v



The results indicate that heat

used to maintain thermal stability, w,

sensing junction in the psychrometer cl

leaf cuticular conductance. Experimental and theoretical results

indicate that water vapor requires approximately 2.5 h to equilibrate

throughout a soybean leaf tissue - psychrometer system. Soybean leaf

tissue displayed little physiological activity during equilibration

which would interfere with measurement of the wall yield threshold.

Water potential is measurable in soybean leaf tissue within 3 h after

being placed into a psychrometer assembly. The wall yield threshold

may be measured after a 3 h equilibration period.

Tissue Properties

respiratory consumption o

young leaf tissue, it is possible to est



osmotically i

itic potential, the

estimated as follows.

osmotical ly j

molality of sucrose lo

calculated to be

t to respiration i,

This is the theoretical drop

equilibrating after 4 h in a

corresponding change in water

'an't Hoft relation to be -0.0:

in the osmotic potential of 1

hydrolysis of sta:

c potential due t<

s contain little :

Experimental Validation

recently emerged frcn the mei

six samples, each consisting

Actively growing leaf t.

mi diameter.



osmotic potentials of samples removed from the water bath at hourly

intervals up to 6 h indicates that osmotic potential was stable



30°C water bath. This supported evidence from the theoretical

Heat Transport--Theorv

water potential is the achievement of a spatially uniform, time

invariant temperature amongst all parts of the plant tissue, the

psychrometer assembly (psychrometer plus sample chamber) and the air

of the water bath which is used as means to describe a uniform

temperature. Therefore, as a first step toward determining a minimum

time lag before water potential measurement, the dynamics of heat

A general model of heat transport was developed to study the

problem of achieving temperature equilibration in a psychrometer

psychrometer assembly and plant tissue, an electric analog model was





convection models are both

transfer at this interface.

As mentioned earlier, a

s inversely proportional transfer coefficient,

The heat transfer coefficient is a measure of the effectiveness of

heat transport per unit area per unit degree and is a function of the

thermal properties of water and the cross-sectional area through which

heat transfer occurs. It is given by the formulas

conductivity and 1 is the length

vertical cylinders

later number is a dimensionless property

fr coefficient b< ie resistance is

transport



chamber

t transfer multiplied by the product of the heal capacity and

mber mass. This time constant is approximately 56 s.

ot air within the chamber. Natural convective forces are inhibited by

very low Grashoff levels within this small sealed volume.

Consequently, conduction will be the limiting process through this

to heat conduction within a vertical cylinder

produced primarily by the low specific heat capacity of the air.

A third boundary is the chamber wall-plant tissue interface. The

psychrometer chamber wall makes oontact with a portion of the plant



be identical to those of a disc of watet or,

circular plant tissue within a psychrometer

( thickness/2 ) / (Area k:

(Karlekar and

conductivity,

the thermal

gives a time constant of 27 s. If the plant tissue is assumed to

of water). Equation (A.‘

the thermal properties ol

The following it

7 (Karlekar and Desmond, :

y be used to calculate th(

natural convective

conduction through



Heat transport in the water bath-psychrometer assembly system was

studied by measuring temperature changes with a copper-constantan

junction located within the body of the psychrometer. This permitted

an approximate measurement of the time constant for heat transport

through the water bath-inner chamber wall interface since the location

of the sensing junction was presumed to have been located several

millimeters internal to the inner chamber wall. Temperature changes

imber wall region dominated the transport of



Twenty psychrometer chambers wi

Initial chamber temperature was 25°c. The c

psychrometers and individually placed into a 30nC water bath at 5 min

intervals. Temperatures in the psychrometers were continuously

monitored in the temperature mode of a Wesoor Dew-point Microvoltmeter

and recorded by a strip chart recorder. Time constants for each

psychrometer were computed from plots of temperature versus time.

equilibration bi

obtained from the theoretical treatment of heat transport through the

water bath-psyohrometer-plant tissue system (56 s). This indicates

that the psychrometer is capable of achieving rapid thermal

equilibration necessary for water potential or wall yield threshold

Vapor Transport --Theory

is of psychrometric m.

junction. The tj

of water potential is the

required for equilibrium



>re L is the length of the psychrometer cha

and an initial vapor pressure equivalent ti

* essentially saturated conditions were ob

>f Vapor Transmission—

T

a relative humidity ol

modeled by Lambert and van Schilfgaarde (1965). Instead, water vapor

must first diffuse through a barrier consisting of the cuticle and

stomates. Having now defined the barrier to diffusion at the surface



The transport of water vapor from wetted filter paper discs in a

vapor pressure psychrometer chamber was used to assess experimentally

the time required for vapor equilibration, it was assumed that the

filter paper offered little resistance to the movement of water vapor

from the surface to the chamber atmosphere. Under these conditions,

vapor transport should occur quickly according to calculations

presented by Lambert and van Schilfgaarde (1965). Rapid vapor

equilibration



change in the total water potential with time as the walls relaxed in

growing tissue.

Materials and Methods

An experiment was conducted to determine the time constant for

vapor equilibration in a psychrometer chamber containing wetted filter

paper discs, into each of thirty-six psychrometer chambers were

e initially at

relative humidity was a

(fist). Chambers containing filter paper discs v

pressure psychrometers and immersed in a constat

water bath. Water potentials, which reflected t

6 h period for each psychrometer with a dew-poin

Complete vapor equilibration was deemed to have occurred .

output from each psychrometer was less than 0.3 uv. This poin'

attained in 67 * 11 minutes which indicates that without a ban

diffusion, a considerably longer period of time was required t<

saturate the psychrometer chamber than was estimated by eqn. A.

boundary conditions given by the equations A.9 and A.10.















DIMENSION N ( 25 ) , S( 556 ) , P( 556

)

C PHE IS THE WALL EXTENSIBILITY
C STRTVAL IS THE SMALLEST INITIAL VOLUME CLASS
C DEL IS THE DIFFERENCE IN VOLUME BETWEEN EACH VOL CUSS

STRTVAL=400

.

C FILL CELL POPN ARRAY WITH NUMBERS

C EXPANSION OF CELLS FOLLOWS DEPENDENCE UPON THE TURGOR
C YIELD THRESHOLD AND THE WALL EXTENSIBILITY.



CONTINUE

C IF THE VOLUME OF THE CELL IS GREATER
C VOLUME IS HALVED AND IT IS DOUBLED

IT0TNUM“0

ITOTNUM'ITOTNUM * Nil)
450 CONTINUE
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